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THE BERKOVICH REALIZATION FOR RIGID ANALYTIC MOTIVES
ALBERTO VEZZANI
ABSTRACT. We prove that the functor associating to a rigid analytic variety the singular com-
plex of the underlying Berkovich topological space is motivic, and defines the maximal Artin
quotient of a motive. We use this to generalize Berkovich’s results on the weight-zero part of
the e´tale cohomology of a variety defined over a non-archimedean valued field.
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1. INTRODUCTION
One of the key features of any motivic theory over a field k is the existence of realiza-
tion functors, that is functors from the corresponding category of motives to some category of
vector spaces (with further structure, if possible) that would produce and generalise regulator
maps, comparison theorems and periods. In this paper, we will adopt the language of Morel-
Voevodsky-Ayoub (mixed, e´tale, derived, with coefficients in Λ) motives DAe´t(k,Λ). For an
introduction to this language, we refer to [1, 3, 5, 21, 22, 35]. We will mostly be interested
to the case Λ ⊃ Q so that adding transfers (and hence considering the categories DM(k,Λ))
makes no difference in the theory (see [1] and [39]) under suitable hypotheses.
Whenever k is a subfield of C one can consider the Betti realization (see [4]), the ℓ-adic
realizations [1] or the de Rham realization [6] (possibly enriched, see [33]). The well-known
comparison theorems show that they are all equivalent, up to a change of coefficients. Among
other things, these functors can be used to define motivic Galois groups [6], and some conjec-
tural formal properties of them (say, being conservative on compact objects) reflect some deep
geometrical facts of the theory of algebraic varieties (see [9]). We remark that the Betti and
the de Rham cohomologies (as vector spaces, with no extra structure) can be extended to, and
defined by means of the category of complex analytic motives AnDA(C,Λ) (equivalent to
D(Λ), see [4, Theorem 1.8]).
Whenever the characteristic of k is positive, the array of possible realizations is more lim-
ited. There are ℓ-adic realizations (but comparison theorems are not present in full generality)
constructed in [1]. For p-adic realizations, a natural approach would consist in associating to a
variety (more generally, a motive) over k a rigid analytic “variety” (better saying, a rigid ana-
lytic motive) over complete valued field K of characteristic 0 and residue equal to k, and then
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using realization functors for such objects. The problem is hence transferred into producing
realization functors for rigid analytic motives RigDAe´t(K,Λ). In [40] we constructed a de
Rham-like realization, giving rise to the rigid realization on DAe´t(k,Λ). In [12] we construct
the ℓ-adic realizations compatible with the ones of DAe´t(k,Λ). In this article, we deal with a
Betti-like realization functor. We will also show that it is not of the same nature as the previous
ones (in particular, one can not expect it to be conservative).
The most naive approach, in analogy to the complex Betti realization constructed in [27],
consists in considering the singular homology of the Berkovich space |X(C)|Berk underlying
the base change of rigid analytic variety X/K to a complete algebraically closed field C. The
first result of this paper is to show that this approach works, at least on the category of effective
e´tale motivesRigDAeffe´t (K,Λ) (see Theorem 2.16).
Theorem 1.1. There is a triangulated functor
LB∗ : RigDAeffe´t (K,Λ)→ D(Λ)
such that, for any rigid analytic variety X and any n ∈ Z
Hn(LB
∗Λ(X)) ∼= HSingn (|X(C)|Berk,Λ).
On the other hand, this (co)homology theory is unsatisfying in many respects. Indeed,
Berkovich spaces are “too contractible”. For example, |Gm(C)|Berk is (strongly) homotopi-
cally equivalent to a point, destroying therefore any information linked to monodromy and any
hope to extend this realization to stable motives (obtained by formally inverting the Tate twist).
On the other hand, some results of Berkovich [17] hint to the fact that this cohomology the-
ory captures the weight-zero part of the other realizations, as he proves that for any algebraic
varietyX over a discretely valuedK we have
(1) H iSing(|X(C)|Berk,Qℓ)
∼= H ie´t(X,Qℓ)0
where the right hand side is the maximal sub-representation of H ie´t(X,Qℓ) on which (a lift
of) Frobenius acts by roots of unity. The main result of this paper is to provide the following
motivic interpretation/generalization of these formulas (see Theorem 3.10).
Theorem 1.2. Let K be a complete valued field and Λ be a Q-algebra. The functor LB∗ can
be enriched with a Galois action, so that LB∗M is an Artin motive. Also, for any motive
M ∈ RigDAeffe´t (K,Λ) there exists a canonical map
M → LB∗M
which is universal among maps fromM to an Artin motive.
We point out that the result above implies not only the existence of a universal motivic Artin
quotient (in the algebraic setting this is proved in [10, Corollary 2.3.3]) but also an explicit
description of it in terms of Berkovich spaces: as an application, we can answer positively to a
conjecture of Ivorra and Sebag [34] and generalize Berkovich’s formula (1) to analytic varieties
(see Corollary 5.5) as follows.
Corollary 1.3. Let X be a quasi-compact rigid analytic variety (or more generally, a compact
rigid analytic motive) over a non-archimedean field K with a finite residue field. We have the
following isomorphism:
H iSing(|X(C)|Berk,Qℓ)
∼= H ie´t(X,Qℓ)0.
In Section 2 we prove Theorem 1.1 also in its simplicial variant (without coefficients) and in
Section 3 we prove Theorem 1.2. In Section 4 we show that the previous results are compatible
with the motivic tilting equivalence of [41] defined wheneverK is perfectoid, while in Section
5 we deduce the formulas (1) via the e´tale realization functors.
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2. THE BERKOVICH REALIZATION
From now on, we consider a fixed base valued field K as follows.
Assumption 2.1. We let K be a field which is complete with respect to a non-trivial multiplica-
tive valuation (of rank 1) || · || : K → R≥0.
The aim of this first section is to define a functor from the category of additive e´tale motives
of rigid analytic varietiesRigDAeffe´t (K,Λ) to the derived category of Λ-modules, such that the
complex associated to the motive of a variety X computes the singular (co-)homology of the
Berkovich space |X|Berk with coefficients in Λ.
In order to define our functor, we will simply use the universal property of the categories of
(effective, without transfers) motives, which we will now briefly recall in a more general setting
for the convenience of the reader. All the results appear in [25] (for the simplicial case) and in
[20] (for the case of complexes of presheaves) and we refer to these sources for definitions and
proofs.
Definition 2.2. LetC be any small category. We can endow the category sPsh(C) of simplicial
presheaves on C [resp the category ChPsh(C,Λ) of complexes of presheaves of Λ-modules
on C] with the projective model structure, for which cofibrations and weak equivalences are
defined point-wise. This defines a model category UC [resp. a Λ-enriched model category
UdgC = UCh(Λ)C].
The Yoneda embedding C → Psh(C) can be composed with the functor Set → sSet
sending any set to the constant simplicial set [resp. the functor Set → Λ -Mod sending a set
to the free Λ-module attached to it]. This defines a Yoneda-like embedding y : C→ UC [resp.
y : C→ UdgC] which is universal in the following sense.
Proposition 2.3 ([20, 25]). Let γ : C → D be any functor, and suppose D is endowed with a
[Λ-enriched] model category structure. There exists a Quillen functor L : UC → D [resp. a
Quillen functor L : UdgC→ D of Λ-enriched model categories] such that the induced triangle
C
γ //
y

D
UC
L
==
④
④
④
④
④
④
④
④
is commutative up to a weak equivalence L◦y ⇒ γ. Moreover L is unique up to a contractible
choice.
Suppose now that C is endowed with a Grothendieck topology τ and a choice of an object
I . Under some hypotheses, we can consider the Bousfield localization of UC and UdgC with
respect to τ -hypercovers and I-homotopy, in the following sense.
Definition 2.4. Let T be a dense set of τ -hypercovers. Consider the set of arrows S in UC
[resp. UdgC] given by
S ={hocolimh(U•)[i]→ h(X)[i] : (U• → X) ∈ T, i ∈ Z}∪
{h(X × I)[i]→ h(X)[i] : X ∈ C, i ∈ Z}.
The [dg-enriched] Bousfield localization of UC with respect to S will be denoted it by
UC/(τ, I) [resp. UdgC/(τ, I)].
The model categories above still enjoy a universal property, by composing Proposition 2.3
with the universal property of localizations.
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Proposition 2.5 ([20, Corollary 5.14]). Let γ : C → D be any functor, and suppose D is en-
dowed with a [Λ-enriched] model category structure. The Quillen functor L of Proposition 2.3
factors over UC/(τ, I) [resp. UdgC/(τ, I)] whenever γ(X×I)→ γ(X) is a weak equivalence
and hocolim γ(U•) ∼= γ(X) for each τ -hypercover U• → X in C.
Remark 2.6. Thanks to its universal property, the construction of U(C)/(τ, I) is functorial on
the triples (C, τ, I) in some suitable sense.
Remark 2.7. One may omit the choice of the object I and consider only the localization with
respect to τ . In this case, the category U(C)/(τ) [resp. Udg(C)/(τ)] is Quillen equivalent
to the categories of simplicial [resp. complexes of] sheaves over C endowed with its local
model structure (see [3, Corollary 4.4.42]). In particular, one can replace C by a τ -dense
full subcategory without changing the homotopy category. We remark that the homotopy cate-
gory HoUdg(C)/(τ) is then equivalent to the (unbounded) derived category D(Shτ (C,Λ)) of
sheaves of Λ-modules.
Example 2.8. Suppose we take C = Sm /k the category of smooth varieties over a field k.
We can endow it with the e´tale topology and we can select I to be the affine line A1k. The
homotopy category Ho(Udg(Sm /k)/(e´t,A
1))) is the category of effective Voevodsky motives
without transfersDAeff(k,Λ).
Example 2.9. Consider C resp. C′ to be the category of finite e´tale extensions resp. finite
Galois extensions of a field K and endow them with the e´tale topology. The two homotopy
categories are canonically equivalent to DSh(Et /K,Λ) which we will denote by De´t(K,Λ)
following [7].
We recall the following classical statement.
Proposition 2.10 ([7, Remark 1.21]). Fix a separable closureC ofK. The category She´t(K,Λ)
is equivalent to the category of continuous Gal(C/K)-representations by means of the functor
σ∗ : F 7→ lim
−→
L⊂C,L/K finite Galois
F(L).
In particular, the categoryDe´t(K,Λ) is equivalent to the derived category of the (semi-simple)
category of continuous Λ-representations of Gal(Ksep/K).
Along this article, we will adopt Huber’s notations for rigid analytic varieties, fully faithfully
embedded in the category of adic spaces (see [32]). For any Tate algebraR we will write SpaR
for the space Spa(R,R◦). For a rigid analytic variety X , the underlying topological space |X|
is a spectral space. It coincides with the sober topological space associated to the G-topos
of Tate (see [32, 1.1.11]). It has a maximal Hausdorff quotient |X|Berk which coincides with
Berkovich’s definition (see [14]) of the topological space of an analytic variety ([32, Lemma
8.1.8 and Proposition 8.3.1]). We will use this last topological space to define our realization
functor, as its properties are more akin to the classical complex situation.
Example 2.11. Suppose we take C = RigSm /K the category of smooth rigid analytic
varieties over K (see [19]). We can endow it with the e´tale topology (defined in [32])
and we can select I to be the closed disc B1 = SpaK〈T 〉. The homotopy category
Ho(Udg(RigSm /K)/(e´t,B
1)) is the category of rigid analytic Ayoub motives (effective,
e´tale, without transfers) RigDAeffe´t (K,Λ) (see [8]). Whenever K is perfect, we can also con-
sider the Frobe´t-topology, that is the one generated by e´tale covers and the relative Frobenius
maps. In this case we obtain the categoryRigDAeffFrobe´t(K,Λ). By means of Remark 2.7, in the
construction we can replace the category RigSm /K with its full subcategory of quasi-compact
smooth varieties RigSmqc /K (or even, the one of smooth affinoid varieties) without changing
the motivic category.
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Remark 2.12. We will mostly be interested in the case Q ⊂ Λ. In this setting, the cat-
egory of motives with transfers RigDMeff(K,Λ) defined in [8] is canonically equivalent
to RigDAeffFrobe´t(K
Perf ,Λ) where KPerf is the completed perfection of K (see [39] and [42,
Proposition 5.20]). One can therefore rephrase the main theorems of this article in terms of
RigDMeff(K,Λ).
We now prove the existence of the simplicial version of the Berkovich realization. Here, we
endow the category of topolgical spaces Top with the classical Quillen model structure, see
[30, Section 2.4].
Proposition 2.13. The functorX 7→ |X|Berk induces a Quillen adjunction
U Psh(RigSm /K)/(e´t, I)⇄ Top .
If K is perfect, the adjunction above descends to
U Psh(RigSm /K)/(Frobe´t, I)⇄ Top .
Proof. We first prove that B∗ sends the maps U• → X to weak equivalences, for any
e´tale hypercover U• of X . To this aim, by [26, Theorem 8.6] it suffices to show that
|
⊔
i Ui|Berk
∼=
⊔
i |Ui|Berk for any finite set of rigid varieties {Ui}i∈I (which is obvious) and
that LB∗(hocolimU•) ∼= LB
∗X where U• is a split basal e´tale hypercover of X . This means
in particular that:
(i) U0 is representable, and U0 → X is e´tale surjective.
(ii) There exists a representable presheaf Nk for each k such that Ui =
⊔
σNσ where σ runs
among surjections [i] → [k] in the simplex category∆ with variable k, and Nσ is a copy
of Nk.
We warn the reader that we constantly abuse notation by indicating with U both a space and the
presheaf it represents.
As we already remarked, the functor B∗ preserves coproducts. In particular, the simplicial
object |U•|Berk is also a split simplicial topological space, that is, it enjoys property (ii) with
“topological space” in place of “representable presheaf”.
The homotopy colimit functor is the left derived Quillen functor of the colim functor, target-
ing the category Top, endowed with usual Quillen model structure, from the diagram category
sTop, endowed with the induced Reedy model structure. By the “topological trick” of Dugger-
Isaksen [27, Theorem A.7] this homotopy colimit is weakly equivalent to the one computed
with respect to the Strøm model category structure on Top (for which all objects are fibrant
and cofibrant, and weak equivalences are actual homotopy equivalences) and the induced Reedy
model structure on sTop .
Since |U•|Berk is split, we deduce that it is Strøm-cofibrant in sTop. In particular, its homo-
topy colimit coincides with its colimit, which is in turn isomorphic to
coeq (|U1|Berk ⇒ |U0|Berk)
On the other hand, by definition of an e´tale hypercover, the map |U1|Berk → |U0 ×X U0|Berk
is surjective (see [16, Lemma 5.11]). The same is true for the map |U0 ×X U0|Berk →
|U0|Berk ×|X|Berk |U0|Berk (see [31, Lemma 3.9(i)]). We deduce that the maps of the diagram
above factor overE := |U0|Berk×|X|Berk |U0|Berk. The map U0 → X is an e´tale cover, and hence
|U0|Berk → |X|Berk is a quotient map of topological spaces (see [16, Lemma 5.11]), with re-
spect to the equivalence relationE. The coequalizer above is then simply |U0|Berk/E = |X|Berk
as wanted.
We now assumeK is perfect of positive characteristic and we prove thatB∗ sends the relative
Frobenius maps X(1) → X to weak equivalences. This follows at once since the relative
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Frobenius map induces actually a homeomorphism |X(1)| ∼= |X|. This implies that the functor
B∗ factors over the Frobe´t-localization.
We now claim that the left derived functor LB∗ sends the maps πX : X × B
1 → X to
isomorphisms, i.e. that |X × B1|Berk → |X|Berk is a weak equivalence in Top. This follows
from Berkovich’s results about the contractibility of the disc [14, Theorem 6.1.4] and [16,
Corollary 8.7(ii)]. The result then follows from Proposition 2.5. 
Remark 2.14. We denote by |X| the topological space underlying a rigid analytic variety (fol-
lowing Huber). If U → X is an e´tale cover, then the map |U | → |X| is open and surjective,
and hence a quotient map. This shows that the functor | · | induces a Quillen functor from
sPsh(RigSm /K) toTop factoring over the e´tale localization. On the other hand, the topolog-
ical space |B1| is not weakly contractible, and hence this functor does not factor over motivic
category.
Remark 2.15. Any Nisnevich square induces a cover of Huber spaces which admits locally a
section (see [8, Remark 1.2.4]). The proof of the Nisnevich descent is therefore simpler, and it
substantially coincides with the archimedean version of Proposition 2.13 proven in [27].
Theorem 2.16. Let Λ be a ring. There is a Quillen adjunction
B∗ : (ChPsh(RigSm /K,Λ))/(e´t,B1)⇄ Ch(Λ) :B∗
inducing an adjunction:
LB∗ : RigDAeffe´t (K,Λ)⇄ D(Λ) :RB∗.
If K is perfect, the adjunction above descends toRigDAeffFrobe´t(K,Λ). Moreover, for any rigid
analytic varietyX and any n ∈ Z we have
LB∗Λ(X) ∼= CSing(|X|Berk,Λ)
where CSing denotes the singular complex. In particular
Hn(LB
∗Λ(X)) ∼= HSingn (|X|Berk,Λ).
Proof. For simplicity, we directly assume that K is perfect. We consider the functor
B : RigSm /K → Ch(Λ) given by X 7→ CSing(|X|Berk,Λ). It induces a Quillen ad-
junction from Udg RigSm /K → Ch(Λ) and we want to show that it factors over the
(Frobe´t,B1)-localization.
The functor Sing : Top → sSet mapping each topological space to its singular simpli-
cial complex is an part of an exact Quillen equivalence of model categories. We then deduce
from Proposition 2.13 that the functor B˜ : X 7→ Sing(|X|Berk) induces a Quillen adjunction
U RigSm /K ⇄ sSet factoring over the (Frobe´t,B1)-localization.
We now consider the left Quillen functor NΛ: sSet → Ch(Λ) induced by the composi-
tion of the Λ-enrichment sSet → sΛ -Mod followed by the Dold-Kan functor sΛ -Mod →
Ch(Λ). It gives rise to the following commutative diagram of left Quillen functors
U RigSm /K

B˜ // sSet
NΛ

Udg RigSm /K // Ch(Λ)
Since the functor on top factors over the (Frobe´t,B1)-localization, we deduce that the bottom
functor does as well. On the other hand, we remark that this functor is the one induced by
mapping an object X of RigSm /K to NΛ(Sing(|X|Berk)) which is canonically isomorphic to
B(X) therefore proving our claim. 
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Remark 2.17. By replacing simplicial sets with spectra in the construction of UC one can
deduce from the previous result the existence of the Berkovich realization
LB∗ : RigSHeffe´t (K)⇄ SH :RB∗
for the category of effective (anabelian) motivesRigSHeffe´t (K) (see [8, Definition 1.3.2]) with
values in the stable homotopy category SH (see [28]).
Having defined a realization from a category of motives, it is natural to see what sort of
cohomology theory arises from it. As a matter of fact, this cohomology theory turns out to be
quite pathological, as the two following remarks explain.
Remark 2.18. The Quillen pair of Theorem 2.16 does not descend to the stable category of
motives, the one constructed from RigDAeffe´t (K,Λ) by inverting the Tate twist in a universal
way (see [8, Chapter 2]). Indeed, the object defining the Tate twist [SpaK〈T±1〉/∗] is mapped
to the zero complex since ∗ → | SpaK〈T±1〉|Berk is a homotopy equivalence (see [16]).
Remark 2.19. Let k be the residue field ofK. By means of [8, Definition 1.4.12] we can define
the category FormSHeff
M
(K◦) of motives of formal schemes overK◦. The special fiber functor
and the generic fiber functor define triangulated functors (see [8, Remark 1.4.25])
DAeffe´t (k,Λ)
∼
← FormDAeffe´t (K
◦,Λ)→ RigDAeffe´t (K,Λ)
the first one being an equivalence by [8]. By composition, we obtain in particular a cohomo-
logical realization
DAeff(k,Λ)
∼
→ FormDAeffe´t (K
◦,Λ)→ RigDAeffe´t (K,Λ)
LB∗
−→ D(Λ)
which is surprising at first sight: it looks as if it defined a cohomology with Z-coefficients for
varieties in positive characteristic (by taking Λ = Z). This is not quite the case. Indeed, since
rigid analytic varieties with good reduction are contractible (see [16]), the composite realization
above coincides with the one induced by the functor mapping a connected smooth variety X¯ to
the trivial topological space. In particular, the homology theory on connected smooth algebraic
varieties over k obtained through the composite realization is
H∗(X¯) =
{
Λ if i = 0
0 if i > 0
3. THE BERKOVICH REALIZATION AS THE MAXIMAL ARTIN QUOTIENT
From now on, we make the following assumption:
Assumption 3.1. We suppose that Λ is a Q-algebra. Fix a separable closure Ksep of K and let
C be its completion.
The first aim of this section is to enrich the realization constructed in Theorem 2.16 into a
functor taking values in Galois representations.
We recall some crucial results of Berkovich on the singular cohomology of Berkovich spaces
that we list below.
Proposition 3.2. Let X be a smooth quasi-compact rigid analytic variety over K.
(i) H iSing(|X|Berk,Λ)
∼= H i(|X|Berk,Λ) and they have finite dimension.
(ii) There is a finite Galois extensionL such thatH i(|XL|Berk,Λ) ∼= H
i(|XL′|Berk,Λ) for each
field extension L′/L.
(iii) IfL/K is a finite Galois extension then |X|Berk ∼= Gal(L/K)\|XL|Berk andH
i(|X|Berk,Λ) ∼=
H i(|XL|Berk,Λ)
Gal(L/K).
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(iv) |X|Berk ∼= Gal(K
sep/K)\|XC |Berk and Gal(K
sep/K) acts continuously on the Λ-module
H i(|XC |Berk,Λ).
(v) If X is connected and has good reduction, then |X|Berk is contractible. In particular
H iSing(|X|Berk,Λ) = 0 if i > 0.
Proof. The first statement follows from [16, Corollary 9.6]. If X is smooth, it is locally iso-
morphic to SpaK〈τ1, . . . , τn〉/(p1, . . . , pn) with pi polynomials in K[τi]. In particular, it is an
open subvariety of the analytification of Spec[τ1, . . . , τn]/(p1, . . . , pn). We can then apply [16,
Theorem 10.1] to get the second point. The third point follows from [14, Proposition 1.3.5]
and [29, Paragraph 5.3] while the fourth statement follows from [14, Corollary 1.3.6] and the
previous points. The fifth point is proved in [16, Section 5] (the skeleton of a rigid analytic
variety of good reduction is a point). 
Definition 3.3. We let Gal /K be the category of finite Galois extensions of K inside Ksep.
For any smooth quasi-compact variety X and any F in Gal /K, we remark that the com-
plex of Λ-modules CSing(|XF |Berk,Λ) comes equipped with a canonical continuous action of
Gal(Ksep/K). Since Q ⊂ Λ, it is a complex of acyclic Galois representations. We denote with
BF (X) the induced object of ChShe´t(Gal /K,Λ):
BF (X) : SpecL 7→ CSing(|XF |Berk,Λ)
Gal(Ksep/L).
We finally define BGal(K)(X) to be holimF∈Gal /K BF (X) in ChPsh(Gal /K,Λ). We denote
with the same symbol the corresponding object in ChShe´t(Gal /K,Λ) ∼= ChShe´t(Et /K,Λ)
(see Example 2.9).
Remark 3.4. In the defintion of BGal(K)(X) we use a homotopy limit over the complexes ob-
tained with finite Galois extensions rather than taking the singular complex of |XC|. This is
akin to the situation considered by Quick [37, Section 3].
Remark 3.5. The object BGal(K)(X) is a homotopy limit of the e´tale-fibrant complexes BF (X)
(they are levelwise Galois-acyclic) hence it is also e´tale fibrant. We deduce that it can also be
computed directly in ChShe´t(Gal /K,Λ) as a homotopy limit of the complexes of sheaves
BF (X).
Remark 3.6. Let L be in Gal /K. The functor evL : F 7→ F(L) from ChPsh(Gal /K,Λ)
to Ch(Λ -Mod) is exact and preserves homotopy limits. Moreover, the collection of functors
{evL}L∈Gal /K reflects the weak equivalences (that is, a map F → G is a weak equivalence
if and only if all maps F(L) → G(L) are quasi-isomorphisms). This follows from the very
definition of the projective model structure that we put onChPsh(Gal /K,Λ).
Proposition 3.7. The sheaf BGal(K)(X) corresponds to the continuous Galois representations
HSingi (|XC |Berk,Λ) by means of the equivalence given in Proposition 2.10.
Proof. By construction we have
BGal(K)(X)(L)=(holimF BF (X))(L) ∼= holimF (BF (X)(L))∼=holimF (CSing(|XF |)
Gal(F/L))
whose homology is by [36, Theorem 3.15(1) and 3.15(6)] and by Proposition 3.2 isomorphic
to lim
←−F
Hi(|XF |)
Gal(Ksep/L) ∼= Hi(|XL|) ∼= Hi(|XC |)
Gal(Ksep/L) (we again used the fact that
Q ⊂ Λ). 
We are now ready to enrich the Berkovich realization with a Galois action. We recall that by
Example 2.11 the motivic categoryRigDAeffe´t (K,Λ) can be equivalently defined out of the full
subcategory RigSmqc /K of RigSm /K whose objects are quasi-compact smooth varieties.
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Proposition 3.8. The functor BGal(K) : RigSm
qc /K → ChShe´t(K,Λ) induces a Quillen
adjunction
B∗Gal(K) : (ChPsh(RigSm /K,Λ))/(e´t,B
1)⇄ ChShe´t(K,Λ) :BGal(K)∗
and hence an adjunction:
LB∗Gal(K) : RigDA
eff
e´t (K,Λ)⇄ De´t(K,Λ) :RBGal(K)∗.
If K is perfect, the adjunction above descends to RigDAeffFrobe´t(K,Λ).
Proof. By Proposition 2.5, it suffices to prove that the functor
B∗Gal(K) : Udg RigSm
qc /K → ChPsh(Gal /K,Λ) ∼= Udg(Gal /K)
sends the maps in the set S of Definition 2.4 to weak equivalences. By Remark 3.6 we can fix
a Galois extension L/K and check that the composite functor
Udg RigSm
qc /K → ChPsh(Gal /K,Λ)
evL→ Ch(Λ)
sends the maps in the set S to weak equivalences. On the other hand, we remark that by
definition the functor above is the one induced byX 7→ holimF CSing(|X|F ,Λ)
Gal(Ksep/L). This
last complex is canonically quasi-isomorphic to CSing(|X|L,Λ) as the following sequence of
isomorphisms shows, where we let for simplicity F ⊃ L (we repeatedly use the hypothesis
Q ⊂ Λ and Proposition 3.2):
Hi(CSing(|XF |,Λ)
Gal(Ksep/L)) ∼= H
Sing
i (|XF |,Λ)
Gal(Ksep/L) ∼= H iSing(|XF |,Λ)
∨Gal(Ksep/L)
∼= H iSing(|XF |,Λ)
Gal(Ksep/L)∨ ∼= H iSing(|XL|,Λ)
∨
∼= H
Sing
i (|XL|,Λ)
∼= Hi(CSing(|XL|,Λ)).
We already proved that the functor X 7→ CSing(|XL|,Λ) factors over the (Frobe´t,B
1)-
localization in Theorem 2.16 hence the set S is sent to weak equivalences, as claimed. 
We recall that there is another adjunction between the categories above but defined in the
opposite direction: it is the pair induced by the inclusion of the small site into the big site
ι : Et /K → RigSm /K giving rise to:
Lι∗ : De´t(K,Λ)⇄ RigDA
eff
e´t (K,Λ) :Rι∗
Definition 3.9. The objects in the essential image of Lι∗ are called Artin motives, and the full
subcategory they form is denoted by RigDAeffe´t (K,Λ)0 (orRigDA
eff
Frobe´t(K,Λ)0 ).
Theorem 3.10. Let Λ be a Q-algebra. The inclusion of Artin motives in effective rigid analytic
motives over K
RigDAeffe´t (K,Λ)0 ⊂ RigDA
eff
e´t (K,Λ)
admits a left adjoint ω0 := Lι
∗ ◦ LB∗Gal(K). In particular, for any motiveM the map
M → ω0M
is universal among maps from M to an Artin motive. If K is perfect, the same is true with
respect to the categoryRigDAeffFrobe´t(K,Λ)
In other words, we want to prove the following result.
Theorem 3.11. Let Λ be a Q-algebra. The functor LB∗Gal(K) on e´tale motives (or Frobe´t-
motives ifK is perfect) is a left adjoint to the functor Lι∗ and the unit map LB∗Gal(K)Lι
∗ ⇒ id
is invertible.
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Proof of Theorem 3.10 from Theorem 3.11. By definition, the category RigDAeffe´t (K,Λ)0 is
the essential image of Lι∗ which is fully faithful given that LB∗Gal(K)Lι
∗ ∼= id. The two
categories are then equivalent, and the adjunction pair of Theorem 3.10 can be deduced from
the one of Theorem 3.11. 
Remark 3.12. The content of the previous results does not lie in the existence of a left adjoint
functor ω0 which could be proved with purely categorical methods (see [13, Chapter 5]) but
rather in its explicit description through Berkovich spaces. This produces interesting applica-
tions, see Section 5.
We prove Theorem 3.11 in several steps. We start by checking the last claim.
Proposition 3.13. There is an invertible natural transformation LB∗Gal(K) ◦ Lι
∗ ∼= id.
Proof. Let L be a fixed finite Galois extension of K. The object L(BGal(K) ◦ ι)
∗(Λ(L)) is the
following complex:
holimF CSing(| Spa(L⊗K F )|,Λ) ∼= holimF CSing(
⊔
Hom(L,F )
| ∗ |,Λ) ∼=
⊕
Hom(L,C)
Λ
which is canonically isomorphic, as a Galois representation, to lim
−→F
Λ(SpecL)(F ) hence the
claim. 
We recall that an object X of a triangulated category is compact if Hom(X,−) commutes
with direct sums.
Proposition 3.14. Let F : T → T′ and G : T′ → T be triangulated functors commuting with
direct sums between triangulated categories T and T′ generated (as triangulated categories
with small sums) by a set of compact objects K and K′ respectively. Suppose that F (X) is
compact for each X ∈ K and that there is an invertible transformation F ◦ G ∼= id. In order
to prove that F is a left adjoint to G it suffices to prove
(2) Hom(X [n], GY ) ∼= Hom(FX [n], Y )
where n varies in Z and where X and Y vary in K and K′ respectively.
Proof. The invertible transformation gives rise to a bi-functorial map
Hom(X,GY )→ Hom(FX, FGY ) ∼= Hom(FX, Y ).
We want to show it is invertible for allX and Y by knowing it is invertible for a set of compact
generators of the two categories, and their shifts.
Fix an objectX in the chosen class of compact generatorsK and letC be the full subcategory
of T′ whose objects Y are such that (2) is invertible for all n. Let Y1 and Y2 be inC and pick a
distinguished triangle
Y1 → Y2 → C →
By the map of long exact sequences
Hom(X,GY1)
∼

// Hom(X,GY2)
∼

// Hom(X,GC)

// Hom(X,GY1[1])
∼

//
Hom(FX, Y1) // Hom(FX, Y1) // Hom(FX,C) // Hom(FX, Y1[1]) //
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we deduce that C is also inC. Let now {Yi}i∈I be a class of objects inC. As F maps compact
objects to compact objects, and both F and G commute with direct sums we deduce:
Hom(X,G
⊕
Yi) ∼= Hom(X,
⊕
GYi) ∼=
⊕
Hom(X,GYi)
∼=
⊕
Hom(FX, Yi) ∼= Hom(FX,
⊕
Yi).
We have then showed that C is closed both under direct sums and under cones, and it contains
a family of generators for T′ and hence it coincides with it.
We have then showed that for a class of compact generators X , the functor Y 7→
Hom(X,GY ) is corepresentable by FX . It suffices to invoke [41, Lemma 5.6] to con-
clude. 
Proposition 3.15. Suppose Q ⊂ Λ. The object Λ[n] is B1-local (even Frob-B1-local if K is
perfect) inChShe´t(RigSm /K,Λ) and for any motive Λ(X) of a smooth rigid analytic variety
X , we have Hom(Λ(X),Λ[n]) ∼= HnSing(|X|Berk,Λ).
Proof. The fact that Hne´t(X,Λ) = H
n(|X|,Λ) follows from [23, Remark 4.2.6-1]. By overcon-
vergence [32, Proposition 8.2.6] we obtainHn(|X|,Λ) ∼= Hn(|X|Berk,Λ)which coincides with
its singular cohomology (see Proposition 3.2(i)). We already proved the homotopy invariance
of singular cohomology in Proposition 2.13. It is also Frobenius-invariant as the Frobenius
induces a homeomorphism on |X|Berk. 
We are finally ready to prove Theorem 3.11.
Proof of Theorem 3.11. The functors Lι∗ and LB∗Gal(K) send compact objects to compact ob-
jects and commute with direct sums. By means of Propositions 3.13, 3.14 and [8, Theorem
1.2.34], it suffices to show that
(3) Hom(Λ(X)[n],Lι∗Λ(Y )) ∼= Hom(LB∗Gal(K)Λ(X)[n],Λ(Y ))
whenever X is a connected, smooth quasi-compact rigid analytic variety and Y = SpaK ′ is
Galois over SpaK. We can consider the following Quillen adjunction (extending to Frobe´t-
motives too)
(4) Le∗K ′/K : RigDA
eff
e´t (K,Λ)⇄ RigDA
eff
e´t (K
′,Λ) :ReK ′/K∗
arising from the base change functor RigSm /K → RigSm /K ′. From the equivalences
Hom(Λ(X)[n],Lι∗Λ(Y )) ∼= Hom(Le∗K ′/KΛ(X)[n],Le
∗
K ′/KLι
∗Λ(Y ))Gal(K
′/K)
∼= Hom(Le∗K ′/KΛ(X)[n],Lι
∗Le∗K ′/KΛ(Y ))
Gal(K ′/K)
and
Hom(LB∗Gal(K)Λ(X)[n],Λ(Y ))
∼= Hom(Le∗K ′/KLB
∗
Gal(K)Λ(X)[n],Le
∗
K ′/KΛ(Y ))
Gal(K ′/K)
∼= Hom(LB∗Gal(K ′)Le
∗
K ′/KΛ(X)[n],Le
∗
K ′/KΛ(Y ))
Gal(K ′/K)
we then deduce that we can prove (3) up to a finite Galois extension of the base field. In
particular, we can assume that Y ∼= Λ⊕N or even Y ∼= Λ.
We first remark that by Proposition 3.2 and Proposition 3.7 we have
Hom(LB∗Gal(K)Λ(X)[n],Λ)
∼= HnSing(|XC |Berk,Λ)
Gal(Ksep/K) ∼= HnSing(|X|Berk,Λ).
This also coincides with Hom(X [n],Λ) by means of Proposition 3.15, proving the statement.

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Remark 3.16. We now suppose thatK is perfect and we let k be its residue field. In the algebraic
context, the adjunction of Theorem 3.10 is studied in [10, Section 2.3] and [11, Section 2.2].
We can show that the functor of Remark 2.19 (in its version with transfers) is compatible with
the functors ω0 in the sense that the following square is commutative:
DMeffe´t (k,Λ) //
ω0

RigDMeff(K,Λ) ∼= RigDAeffFrobe´t(K,Λ)
ω0

De´t(k,Λ) // De´t(K,Λ)
In order to prove this, we can alternatively check the compatibility of the right adjoint func-
tors. We recall that the functor on the top side is defined by means of the special fiber functor
(inducing an equivalence) and the generic fiber functor defined on motives of formal schemes.
Arguing like in the proof of Theorem 3.11, it suffices to show that for a geometrically con-
nected, quasi-compact smooth formal scheme X/OK and any n, the complex Hom•(Λ(Xη),Λ)
is quasi-isomorphic to Hom•(Λ(Xk),Λ). The former is quasi-isomorphic to Λ[0] as shown in
the previous proof (rigid varieties of good reduction are contractible by [16, Section 5]). The
same holds for the latter, as shown in [35, Corollary 4.2].
Remark 3.17. Since LB∗Gal(K) descends to the Frobe´t-localization, we deduce from the
adjunction above that the objects ι∗M are Frob-local and hence RigDAeffFrobe´t(K,Λ)0
∼=
RigDAeffe´t (K,Λ)0. We will refer unambiguously to this category withRigDA
eff(K,Λ)0.
Remark 3.18. As a corollary of Theorem 3.10, we also obtain that if Q ⊂ Λ, the functor LB∗
of 2.16 is a left adjoint to the canonical functor D(Λ) → RigDAeffe´t (K,Λ) given by Λ 7→
Λ(K). Indeed, by comparing the right adjoint functors on the two sides, it suffices to check that
L(−)∗Gal(K)◦LB
∗
Gal(K)
∼= LB∗ which follows from the isomorphismH i(|XL|Berk,Λ)
Gal(L/K) ∼=
H i(|X|Berk,Λ) of Proposition 3.2
Remark 3.19. LetKperf be the completed perfection ofK. We remark that the restriction of the
adjunction in (4) to Artin motives is an equivalence, since the two fields have the same Galois
group. We remark also that Le∗Kperf/K ◦ LB
∗
Gal(K)
∼= LB∗Gal(Kperf) ◦ Le
∗
Kperf/K . Indeed, the two
spaces |XK |Berk and |XKperf |Berk are actually homeomorphic, by [14, Proposition 1.3.5(ii)].
We recall once more that an object X of a triangulated category is compact if Hom(X,−)
commutes with direct sums. Examples of compact objects in RigDAeffFrobe´t(K,Λ) are motives
of quasi-compact smooth rigid analytic varieties over K (see [8, Proposition 1.2.34]) and mo-
tives attached to the analytification of smooth algebraic varieties over K (they are dualizable
objects in the stable motivic category, by [8, Lemma 1.3.29 and Lemma 2.5.30] hence compact.
They are also compact in the effective category by the Cancellation Theorem [8, Corollary
2.5.49]). The full subcategory of compact objects in a category T will be denoted by Tcp.
Proposition 3.20. The adjunction of Theorem 3.10 restricts to compact objects defining a left
adjoint functor
ω0 : RigDA
eff
e´t (K,Λ)
cp → RigDAeff(K,Λ)cp0
to the inclusion functor. If K is perfect, the same is true for the adjunction defined on
RigDAeffFrobe´t(K,Λ).
Proof. It suffices to show that the functors Lι∗ and LB∗Gal(K) send a set of compact generators
of the two categories to compact objects. For Lι∗ this is immediate. For LB∗Gal(K) this follows
from Propositions 3.2 and 3.7. 
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Remark 3.21. The functors LB∗Gal(K) and ω0 defined above are tensorial, with respect to the
monoidal structure on rigid analytic motives (see [3, Propositions 4.2.76 and 4.4.63]). Indeed,
it suffices to check that for two rigid analytic varieties X and Y over K the singular complex
with Q-coefficients CSing(|X × Y |C) is quasi-isomorphic to CSing(|X|C)⊗ CSing(|Y |C). This
follows from [16, Corollary 8.7] and the usual Ku¨nneth formula for singular homology.
Remark 3.22. The fact that we are dealing with the category RigDAeffe´t (K,Λ) (and not simply
with RigSHeffe´t (K)) and the hypothesis Q ⊂ Λ are used in this section several times: for
example, in order to deduce properties of the functorL 7→ CSing(|XL|,Λ) (related to homology)
out of the properties of singular co-homology of Berkovich spaces (see Definition 3.3) as well
as to invoke the result of [23] in Proposition 3.15.
4. COMPATIBILITY WITH THE TILTING EQUIVALENCE
Suppose now that K is a perfectoid field of characteristic 0 (that is, a complete valued field
of mixed characteristic (0, p) endowed with a non-discrete valuation, such that Frobenius is
surjective on OK/p see [38, Definition 3.1]) and Q ⊂ Λ. Under such hypotheses, we can
define a perfect complete valued field K♭ of positive characteristic (the tilt ofK) and construct
a ”motivic tilting equivalence” (see [41]):
RigDAeffe´t (K,Λ)
∼= PerfDAeffe´t (K,Λ)
∼= PerfDAeffe´t (K
♭,Λ) ∼= RigDAeffFrobe´t(K
♭,Λ)
which is a obtained by “descending” Scholze’s tilting equivalence between perfectoid spaces
overK and K♭ (see [38, Proposition 6.17]).
On the other hand, the category De´t(K,Λ) ∼= RigDA
eff(K,Λ)0 is equivalent to
De´t(K
♭,Λ) ∼= RigDAeff(K♭,Λ)0 by means of the functor that associates to a (perfec-
toid) finite e´tale extension L/K the extension L♭/K♭: indeed Scholze’s tilting equivalence
restricts to an equivalence over the finite e´tale extensions of K and K♭ (this is the classic
theorem of Fontaine and Wintenberger). We now specify that the two equivalences above are
compatible with each other, and also to the Berkovich realization defined above.
Proposition 4.1. Let K be a perfectoid field and let Λ be a Q-algebra. The functor ω0 com-
mutes with the tilting equivalence.
Proof. By means of the adjunction property, we can alternatively prove that the following dia-
gram is commutative
De´t(K,Λ)
Lι∗ //
OO
∼

RigDAeffe´t (K,Λ)OO
∼

De´t(K
♭,Λ)
Lι∗ // RigDAeffFrobe´t(K
♭,Λ)
for a perfectoid field K of characteristic zero with tiltK♭.
We will now decompose this diagram in some sub-squares following the picture of [41,
Page 40]. We recall (see [41, Theorem 7.11]) that the equivalence PerfDAeffe´t (K,Λ)
∼=
RigDAeffe´t (K,Λ) is obtained as the composite of the two functors
PerfDAeffe´t (K,Λ)
Lj∗
→ sPerfDAeff
B̂1
(K,Λ)
Li!→ RigDAeffe´t (K,Λ)
where the category in the middle is the category of semi-perfectoid motives (denoted by
R̂igDAeff
B̂1
(K,Λ) in [41, Definition 3.22]) the functor Lj∗ is induced by the inclusion of
smooth perfectoid spaces inside smooth semi-perfectoid spaces, while Li! is the left adjoint
of the functor Li∗ induced by the inclusion of smooth rigid analytic varieties inside smooth
semi-perfectoid spaces.
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First, we consider the diagram
RigDAeffe´t (K,Λ)
De´t(K,Λ)
Lι∗1
66♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠ Lι∗2 //
Lι∗3 ((◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗
sPerfDAeff
B̂1
(K,Λ)
Li!
OO
PerfDAeffe´t (K,Λ)
Lj∗
OO
∼
ee
where we indicate with ι1, ι2, ι3 the inclusion of the small e´tale site overK in the big e´tale site
of rigid analytic varieties resp. smooth semi-perfectoid spaces resp. smooth perfectoid spaces.
The lower square commutes by the equivalence ι2 ∼= j ◦ ι3. Similarly, we have an equivalence
ι2 ∼= i ◦ ι1 which implies Lι
∗
2
∼= Li∗ ◦ Lι∗1. Since Li! ◦ Li
∗ is equivalent to the identity by [41,
Theorem 5.5], this yields Lι∗1
∼= Li! ◦ Lι
∗
2 hence the commutativity of the upper triangle.
We now consider the following square (see [41, Proposition 3.23])
De´t(K,Λ)
Lι∗ //
OO
∼

PerfDAeffe´t (K,Λ)OO
∼

De´t(K
♭,Λ)
Lι∗ // PerfDAeffe´t (K
♭,Λ)
which commutes by definition of the tilting equivalence on both sides.
We are left to consider the triangle (see [41, Theorem 6.9])
RigDAeffFrobe´t(K
♭,Λ)
LPerf∗∼

De´t(K
♭,Λ)
Lι∗1
55❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧
Lι∗3 ))❘❘
❘❘
❘❘
❘❘
❘❘
❘❘
❘
PerfDAeffe´t (K
♭,Λ)
where now the equivalence on the right is induced simply by means of the (completed) perfec-
tion functor Perf . It is then immediate to prove it commutes (a finite e´tale extension of K♭ is
already perfect). 
5. COMPATIBILITY WITH THE E´TALE REALIZATION
We show in this section that our main theorem in Section 3 can be interpreted as a motivic ver-
sion of the results of Berkovich [17] showing that the singular cohomologyH∗Sing(|X
an
C |Berk,Qℓ)
of the Berkovich space associated to the analytification of an algebraic variety overK are canon-
ically isomorphic to the weight-zero part of the e´tale cohomology H∗e´t(XC ,Qℓ) for ℓ 6= p. In
particular, we show how to obtain these equivalence via our theorem and the e´tale realization.
This allows us to generalize them further to arbitrary analytic varieties.
From now on, we assume that the residue field of K is finite of characteristic p and we pick
a prime ℓ 6= p. The functors that we will consider are insensitive to base change over the
completed perfection of K (see the remark in [32, Proposition 2.3.7] and Remark 3.19). We
will then assume for simplicity thatK is perfect.
We recall here the basic properties of the ℓ-adic realization functor for rigid analytic motives,
constructed in [12, Section 3.1] (see also [2, Example 2.23]).
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Proposition 5.1. Fix a prime ℓ coprime to the residue characteristic p of K. There is a trian-
gulated monoidal functor
Re´t,ℓ : RigDA
eff
Frobe´t(K,Q)
cp → D̂cpe´t (K,Qℓ)
where the category D̂
cp
e´t (K,Qℓ) is the derived category of constructible ℓ-adic sheaves follow-
ing Ekedhal (see [1, Definition 9.3] and [18, Section 5.5]). It has the following properties:
(1) Re´t,ℓ is tensorial and triangulated.
(2) For any smooth rigid analytic variety X , the Galois representation attached to
(HiRe´t,ℓ(Qℓ(X)))
∨ is the e´tale representationH ie´t(XC ,Qℓ).
(3) The compositionRe´t,ℓ◦Lι
∗ is canonically isomorphic to the functor ν∗ : De´t(K,Q)
cp →
D̂
cp
e´t (K,Qℓ) induced by extending coefficients.
Proof. The main statement and the first property follow from [12, Theorem 3.2]. The second
property is proved in [12, Remark 3.3]. The third property can be proved at an integral level,
be inspecting the functor De´t(K,Z)
cp → D̂cpe´t (K,Zℓ) induced by the integral version of Re´t,ℓ
(see [12, Theorem 3.2]). By its construction, based on the Rigidity Theorem [12, Theorem
2.1], we see that it is canonically equivalent to the functor induced by extending coefficients,
as wanted. 
If we want to relate the functor Re´t,ℓ with Berkovich’s version of Tate’s conjecture [17] we
need to introduce weights of Weil numbers appearing as eigenvalues of a lift of Frobenius. We
then consider the functor H∗ : D̂
cp
e´t (K,Qℓ) →
⊕
Repct(Gal(K),Qℓ) associating to a complex
its homology sheaves, which areQℓ vector spaces endowed with a continuous action ofGal(K)
(with respect to the ℓ-adic topology on Qℓ). We use the following notation of Berkovich.
Definition 5.2. Let V be a continuous ℓ-adic representation of Zˆ and let F be a topologi-
cal generator of Zˆ. We say V has weight zero if the eigenvalues of F are Weil numbers of
weight equal to 0. The subcategory of representations Repct(Zˆ,Qℓ) they form will be de-
noted by Repct(Zˆ,Qℓ)0. For any representation V we let V0 [resp. V
0] be the maximal sub-
representation [resp. quotient representation] of V such that the eigenvalues of F are Weil
numbers of weight equal to 0. Since the inverse of a Weil number of weight 0 is again a Weil
number of weight 0, one has V 0 ∼= ((V ∨)0)
∨.
Definition 5.3. We let ω˜0 be the functor Repct(Zˆ,Qℓ)
cp → Repct(Zˆ,Qℓ)
cp
0 mapping V to V
0.
It is a left adjoint functor to the canonical inclusion.
If V be a continuous ℓ-adic Galois representation, we can consider F ∈ Gal(K) to be a lift
of the geometric Frobenius and restrict V to a representation of 〈F 〉 ∼= Zˆ. This defines a functor⊕
Repcont(Gal(K),Qℓ)→
⊕
Repcont(Zˆ,Qℓ).
By composition, we have then constructed a functor (depending on the choice of F )
HF∗ Re´t,ℓ : RigDA
eff
Frobe´t(K,Qℓ)
cp →
⊕
Repcont(Zˆ,Qℓ)
cp
which obviously restricts to a functor
HF∗ Re´t,ℓ : RigDA
eff
Frobe´t(K,Qℓ)
cp
0 →
⊕
Repcont(Zˆ,Qℓ)
cp
0
since the Galois action on come compact Artin motive factors over a finite quotient of the
Galois group. We now show that the functors ω0’s are compatible with the two functors above.
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Proposition 5.4. The following diagram is commutative:
RigDAeffFrobe´t(K,Qℓ)
cp
HF
∗
Re´t,ℓ//
ω0

⊕
Repcont(Zˆ,Qℓ)
cp
ω˜0

RigDAeffFrobe´t(K,Qℓ)
cp
0
HF
∗
Re´t,ℓ//
⊕
Repcont(Zˆ,Qℓ)
cp
0
Proof. We denote by ι be the right adjoint functors of ω0 and ω˜0 (the obvious inclusions). From
the commutativity ι ◦ HF∗ Re´t,ℓ
∼= HF∗ Re´t,ℓ ◦ ι and the unit of the adjunction we deduce the
existence of a natural transformation
HF∗ Re´t,ℓ ⇒ H
F
∗ Re´t,ℓ ◦ ι ◦ ω0
∼= ι ◦HF∗ Re´t,ℓ ◦ ω0
which induces a natural transformation η : ω˜0 ◦H
F
∗ Re´t,ℓ ⇒ H
F
∗ Re´t,ℓ ◦ ω0. We let T be the full
subcategory of RigDAeffFrobe´t(K,Qℓ)
cp of those objects C such that η(C) is invertible. All the
functors involved commute with finite sums and shifts, so we deduce that T is closed under
these operations. We now let
X → Y → C →
be a distinguished triangle of RigDAeffFrobe´t(K,Qℓ)
cp with X and Y inside T. Since the func-
tors ω0 and Re´t,ℓ are triangulated, we obtain the following long exact sequence
Hi(Re´t,ℓω0(X))→ Hi(Re´t,ℓω0(Y ))→ Hi(Re´t,ℓω0(C))→ Hi−1(Re´t,ℓω0(X))
On the other hand, sinceRe´t,ℓ is triangulated and the functors V 7→ V
∨, V 7→ V0 are exact, we
also deduce the following long exact sequence
ω˜0Hi(Re´t,ℓ(X)))→ ω˜0Hi(Re´t,ℓ(Y ))→ ω˜0Hi(Re´t,ℓ(C))→ ω˜0Hi−1(Re´t,ℓ(X))
The transformation η induces a morphism between the two long exact sequences above. By the
five-lemma and the isomorphisms Hi(Re´t,ℓω0(X)) ∼= ω˜0Hi(Re´t,ℓ(X)) and Hi(Re´t,ℓω0(Y )) ∼=
ω˜0Hi(Re´t,ℓ(Y )) we then deduce Hi(Re´t,ℓω0(C)) ∼= ω˜0Hi(Re´t,ℓ(C)) proving that η(C) is in-
vertible as well. We have therefore proved that T is closed under cones.
In order to showT = RigDAeffFrobe´t(K,Qℓ)
cp it then suffices to prove that a set of generators
of RigDAeffFrobe´t(K,Qℓ)
cp (as a triangulated category) lie in T. For example, we can take
motives of the form Qℓ(X) for X a rigid analytic variety of potentially good reduction by [8,
Theorem 2.5.34] and [39]. We then fix X and we suppose that for some finite extensionK ′/K
there is a smooth formal model X overOK ′ whose generic fiber isXK ′. In particular, |XK ′|Berk
is weakly contractible (see [16, Section 5]). We obtain that
(HF∗ Re´t,ℓ ◦ ω0(Λ(X)))
∨ ∼=
⊕
H iSing(|XC|Berk,Qℓ)
∼= H0Sing(|XC |Berk,Qℓ)
∼=
⊕
π0(XC)
Qℓ
where the first isomorphism follows from the definition ω0 ∼= ι ◦LB
∗
Gal(K), Proposition 3.7 and
Proposition 5.1.
By [15, Corollary 4.5(iii) and Corollary 5.4] if we let k¯ be the residue field ofC, we obtain on
the other hand that H ie´t(XC ,Qℓ)
∼= H ie´t(Xσk¯,Qℓ) whose weight-zero part is zero unless i = 0,
and equal to
⊕
π0(Xσk¯)
Qℓ otherwise (from the Weil conjecture proved by Deligne [24]). Also,
since π0(XC) ∼= π0(Xσk¯) as Gal(K)-sets, we deduceH
i
e´t(XC ,Qℓ)0
∼= (HF∗ Re´t,ℓ ◦ω0(Λ(X)))
∨
which entails ω˜0Re´t,ℓQℓ(X) ∼= Re´t,ℓω0Qℓ(X) as wanted. 
We can finally generalize Berkovich’s formulas [17] to arbitrary rigid analytic compact mo-
tives.
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Corollary 5.5. LetM be in RigDAeffFrobe´t(K,Q)
ct and i be in Z. Then H i(LB∗Gal(K)M)⊗Qℓ
coincides withH ie´t(MC ,Qℓ)0. In particular, ifX is a smooth quasi-compact rigid variety or an
analytification of an algebraic variety, we have H iSing(|XC|Berk,Qℓ)
∼= H ie´t(XC ,Qℓ)0.
Proof. By the definition of ω0 and Proposition 5.1, the two groups of the statement coincide
precisely with the i-th cohomology groups of (HF∗ Re´t,ℓ ◦ ω0)(M) and (ω˜0 ◦ H
F
∗ Re´t,ℓ)(M)
respectively. The first part of the corollary then follows from Proposition 5.4.
For the second part, it suffices to take M = Λ(X) and refer to the proof of the previous
proposition where we showed that
⊕
H iSing(|XC |Berk,Qℓ)
∨ ∼= (HF∗ Re´t,ℓ ◦ ω0)(Λ(X)) and⊕
(H ie´t(XC ,Qℓ)0)
∨ ∼= (ω0 ◦H
F
∗ Re´t,ℓ)(Λ(X)). 
Corollary 5.6. Let M be in RigDAeffFrobe´t(K,Q)
ct and i be in Z. Then H i(LB∗M) ⊗ Qℓ
coincides with H ie´t(MC ,Qℓ)
Gal(Ksep/K). In particular, if X is a smooth quasi-compact
rigid variety or an analytification of an algebraic variety, we have H iSing(|X|Berk,Qℓ)
∼=
H ie´t(XC ,Qℓ)
Gal(Ksep/K).
Proof. It suffices to argue like in [17, Corollary 1.2]. Alternatively, one can use Remark 3.18
and the same strategy of the proof above. 
Remark 5.7. We also obtain the versions of Berkovich’s formulas for cohomologywith compact
support
H iSing,c(|XC |Berk,Qℓ)
∼= H ie´t,c(XC ,Qℓ)0
for any algebraic varietyX overK. It suffices to apply Corollary 5.5 to the analytification (see
[8, Proposition 1.3.6]) of the motive M c(X) computing cohomology with compact support,
following the notation of [35, Chapter 16].
Remark 5.8. Berkovich’s results on the comparison of the weight-zero part of cohomology and
singular cohomology of the Berkovich space go beyond the formula that we generalize here in
Corollary 5.5. Indeed, there are versions of it for trivially valued finitely generated fields and
archimedean fields (see the cases (b) and (c) of [17]) as well as for p-adic cohomologies (see
case (a”) of [17]). In this work, we heavily relied on the results of [16] which are proved there
only for non-trivially valued non-archimedean fields, hence our Assumption 2.1. Nonetheless,
we believe that the other versions of Berkovich’s formula have a motivic interpretation too.
Such refinements are left for future work.
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